„Blue Steps“
Baby Booties for Newborns Mod.58/07 by Strickhasi48
First of all thanks Carole - http://www.ravelry.com/projects/Angel - for your help with the
english translation.

last Update – 28.05.2009
Material:
Booties: 4-ply sock yarn, about 16grams
Needles size 2,5 mm
I used: Regia Cotton Stretch
I work with circular needle, the booties are done in the round and they have no seam, half bootie
is on one side of the needle other half is on the cable.
Cast-on 20 stitches and knit one row.
Add 20 more stitches in the cast on stitches (Pict1),

then join to beginning of stitches (Pict2) and work in round or an other possibility when you like
more the Magic Cast on make 40 stitches
Note that :
Odd rounds are worked in plain knitting, and
Even rounds are worked in purl stitch.
Every 2 round – the purl round – increase 2 Stitches by adding 1stitch after the first stitch and
adding 1stitch before the last stitch on each side of the needle until you have 28 stitches on one
side of the needle (total of 56 sts. Do one row in plain knitting – see Pict3)

Then do 14 rows in following stitchpattern:
Stitchpattern is called “Half Brioche Stitch” :
Round 1:
yf sl1yo, p1; rep from.
Round 2
(RS): brk1, p1; rep from.
Repeat Round 1-2.
After the 14 rounds in stitchpattern, decrease as follow:
14 sts in stitchpattern (1st round), then slip1, knit 2 together, psso, purl1, repeat from * to *
until you have 14 Stitches left and continue in stitchpattern. You have a total of 42 stitches ( 21
stitches on each needle)
Then, 14 sts stitchpattern (2nd round), purl next 7 sts, on second needle, do same thing in
reverse: purl 7 sts and 14 sts in stitchpattern.
First needle: 14 sts in stitchpattern, knit 1 sts, knit 2 together and knit the following 4 sts;
Next needle: same thing but in reverse order ( knit 4 sts, knit 2 together, knit 1, 14 sts in
stitchpattern. (Total of 40 stitches)
(Every two rounds (knit row), on each needle for the front of the foot, decrease 1 st.)
Next round: 14 sts in stitchpattern, purl next 6 sts and next 14 sts in stitchpattern.
Next round, needle 1: 14 sts in stitchpattern, knit next 2 sts together, knit next 3 sts
Needle 2: same thing but in reverse order, so knit 3 sts, knit 2 together, next 14 sts in
stitchpattern à Knitting this 2 rounds until you have a total of 32 sts.
Do 10 rounds of stitchpattern.
Do 8 rounds of knit only (to do the rolling part at the ankle)
Then close loosly.
I hope these instructions are understandable. I wish you enjoy it.
If you have questions, just write I will answer with pleasure :
strickhasi@gmx.at

Abbreviations:
yf sl1yo (yarn forward, slip 1 purlwise, yarnover) = bring the working yarn under the needle to
the front of the work, slip the next stitch purlwise, then bring the yarn over the needle (and

over the slipped stitch) to the back in position to work the following stitch; this slipped stitch/
yarnover is considered 1 stitch.
brk (brioche knit - also known as a bark) = knit the stitch (that was slipped in the row before)
together with its yarnover.

